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ABSTRACT

The spread of a disease in a population depends on its inherent transmission rate (a function of the pathogen)
and the social mixing between the members of the population, commonly expressed in terms of a social net-
work. Often the social network is unrecorded, especially for historical epidemics, and is generally imputed
for analytical purposes. In this paper, we pose and solve a Bayesian inverse problem that infers both the
transmission rate and the social network, using data from a 1967 smallpox epidemic in Abakaliki, Nigeria.
The chain of transmission is identified as links on the inferred social network with a high probability of
transmission.

INTRODUCTION

Communicable diseases, especially emerging ones, pose a particular threat to military populations. Their
repeated deployments expose them to exotic pathogens while stressful, crowded and sometime communal
living conditions (e.g. on ships) can amplify the spread of diseases. The spread rate of a disease depends on
the intrinsic transmissibility of the pathogen and the social/mixing patterns of the host population. A mili-
tary society with its well known structure and efficient medical surveillance can provide a fertile ground for
advanced, data-driven epidemiological modeling, which can help uncover mechanisms of disease spread.
In this paper, we show how the two components of disease spread may be inferred from observations of
an ensuing epidemic. It also allows the automatic inference of the chain of transmission, which to date are
uncovered via contact tracing. The inference technique is Bayesian and estimates the inferred epidemiolog-
ical variables as probability density functions, thus quantifying the uncertainty in the inference. This allows
the method to be used with incomplete observations e.g. during the early days of an epidemic, allowing
inference of its characteristics with little data and allowing progressive improvement as more data becomes
available.

THE MODEL

The model presented here is adapted from the approach developed in [1]. It adds a structured propulsion,
differential transmission rates and uses a SEIR epidemic model instead of SIR (as in [1]). We consider
a structured population consisting of a small number of groups. Individuals mix strongly within a group,
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and weakly across groups. The social network within a group is modeled using a binomial graph with
link probability ����� ; social connections across groups are also modeled as a binomial graph, but with link
probability �����
	��� , �����
	
������������������� . Disease transmission along a social link is modeled as a Poisson
process, with rates � ��� and � ����	
�� inside and across groups, � ��� �����! #"%$�� ���
	
��� , "'&)( .

Let the size of the population be * , of whom + show symptoms on dates ,-��./,��10324.
51�6�4787879+
during an epidemic. Let their infection and recovery dates be : � .�: � 0<; and = � .�= � 0<> respectively. Let ?
be a social network (an undirected graph) connecting the * individuals, and let it be a collection of binomial
graphs, one for each group and one spanning all groups. Let @ , a directed graph, denote an infection
pathway, connecting the source of an infection to the targets. The incubation and recovery periods ( 2BA#;
and >CAD2 respectively) of a disease are modeled as E -distributed random variables, with means and standard
deviations calculated from historical outbreaks. Assuming that the dates of exhibition of symptoms 2 are
known (i.e. they are observed), one can adapt [1] to derive the probability FG��2GH ;I.�><.
"J.
�K���
	���L.M������.
�N.�?O.
@P$
of observing 2 , the data, given all other epidemiological ( ;I.�><.
"J.
�Q���
	
�� ) and social (�N���N.
�N.�?!.
@ ) parameters.
Using Bayes’ theorem, this can be inverted for the conditional probability FG�M;I.�><.
"L.
�-���
	���R.M������.
��.�?!.
@SHT2U$ .
The spread rates �N��� , �N���
	
��� and the infection pathway @ , form the principal quantities of interest and can
be obtained by sampling from the conditional probability. Uniform distributions are used as priors for
;I.�><.
"L.
������	
��V.M�N��� and � . We use a single-component random walk Metropolis-Hastings algorithm [2] to
sample for all variables except ? and @ , for which we use an independence sampler. Some implementation
details can be found in [1].

RESULTS

In April 1967, a smallpox outbreak occurred in the town of Abakaliki, Nigeria [3, 4]. The outbreak was
largely confined to the members of a fundamentalist Christian sect, the Faith Tabernacle church (FTC). 120
FTC members lived distributed among 9 compounds, along with 177 non-FTC members. The FTC mem-
bers generally did not mix with their non-FTC brethren; however, they mixed strongly with their compound
members and somewhat less strongly with FTC members who did not live in the same compound, via social
visits and church gatherings (four times a week). The disease was introduced into the FTC community by a
small girl . Thereafter, the disease was seen to spread strongly in a compound, followed by sporadic “hops”
to other compounds. The FTC members refused medical treatment (i.e. vaccinations) and did not even sep-
arate the sick (and therefore contagious members). All in all, 7 compounds (consisting of 74 FTC members)
and 32 people were affected, of which 30 were FTC members. The World Health Organization recorded the
outbreak [3], in the form of dates of exhibition of symptoms of the 32 victims, their compound affiliations
etc, but did not record their fate (i.e. dates of recovery or death). The outbreak lasted 3 months. Our aim
is to estimate �N��� , �����
	
�� and the expected infection pathway, WX@ZY from the partially observed epidemic
described above. We will only consider the spread of the disease among 74 FTC members, distributed in 7
compounds, who accounted for 30 (out of 32) smallpox victims.

We investigate the problem under two separate simplifications. We first assume that the FTC members
were fully connected i.e. � ��� �[�<�\�I7]( and the difference in disease dynamics could be expressed using
different ����� and �����
	
�� . We infer these � from data. Using data from the entire epidemic we find �Q��� to be^ 7`_bac�8(ed�fVgihRjNdlk (median; 90% CI: mVno7p�qac�8(rd�fs.V�8(r7Ttbac�8(ed�fsu ) while �N���
	
���v�w�I7 ^ ac�8(ed�fVgihVj�dlk (median;
90% CI: mR(r7Txyaz�8( d�f .�{e7`_|aC�8( d�f u ). We re-estimated the same quantities using data from the first 40 days,
by which time smallpox cases had been observed in 4 different compounds. The corresponding values are
no7T}caX�8(ed�fVg�hVj�dlk (median; 90% CI: ( {e7 ^ aX�8(od�f~./_�7`_�aX�8(ed�f )) and (r7T}caX�8(ed�fRgihVj�dlk (median; 90% CI:
mR(r7Tt|aC�8(ed�fI.V�I7 ^ az�8(ed�fJu ). We see from the median values that ��������n~�N���
	��� .

Our second simplified approach assumes that smallpox spreads at the same rate inside and across
compounds (i.e. �����)���N���
	������� ) but the slower cross-compound transmission is due to a paucity of
“strong” cross-compound social links. In this case, we assume complete mixing inside a compound (i.e.
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����� � � ), but only partial connectivity exists across compounds (i.e. ��W � ). In this problem, we infer � ,
� , the social graph ? and the infection pathway @ . We used data from the first 40 days of the epidemic
only. Fig. 1 shows the expected infection pathway WX@ZY . Individuals are colored by their compound
associations. The estimate of � was te7Tt�az�8(�d�f8gihVj�dlk (median; 90% CI: mL{e7](yaz�8(od�fI. � 7Tt|aC�8(ed�fJu ).

CONCLUSIONS
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Figure 1: The expected infection pathway (or the
chains of transmission) WX@ZY . Only links with
probability greater than 0.1 are plotted; those with
probability greater than 0.3 are plotted with thick
lines.

We have presented a Bayesian method by which
transmission rates, social networks and infection
pathways can be inferred from a partially observed
epidemic. The uncertainty in the values are quantified
as a part of the inference procedure . This method can
be used to estimate the characteristics of emerging in-
fectious diseases from outbreaks, which are generally
poorly observed and recorded; any significant change
in these characteristics can signal an important step in
its evolution and human virulence. The primary chal-
lenge in the method lies in inferring the social net-
work and any informative prior belief regarding their
structure (which may be possible for military soci-
eties) has the potential to significantly simplify the
problem.
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